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COURSE TITLE: MUSIC APPRECIATION MUS 101 (3 Hours Credit) 
 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION:  
 
Fundamentals of music such as melody, harmony, rhythm, form meter, and notation are 
included in this course.  These elements take a deeper meaning as students are introduced 
to musical works, which portray them. The biographies of selected composers and some 
of their compositions are highlighted so as to enhance musical understanding.  Literary 
and graphic arts are integrated to assist student correlating various cultural influences 
with music in certain times and places.  Music listening is stressed and classroom 
activities are often coordinated with out-of-class assignments like television programs, 
lyceum attractions, student recitals and community concerts. (Offered Fall, Spring, and 
Summer) 
 
RELATIONSHIP TO THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: 
 
This course represents a performance-based approach designed to enable the candidate to 
become an educational service professional through the development of proficiencies 
specific to knowledge, skills, and dispositions required by national, regional, state, and 
institutional standards.  Through a constructivist design, learning will be facilitated by 
collaboration that result in feedback that result in continual reflection and self 
performances designed to contribute toward preparation for the license to teach and the 
development of a skilled, entry-level practitioner who can help all students in a diverse 
society learn.   
 
TEXT: 
 
Forney, Kristine and Machlis, Joseph: The Enjoyment of Music, and CD’s, Tenth 
Edition, W. W. Norton and Company, New York, 2007. 
 
 
PREREQUISITES:  NONE 
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INSTRUCTORS: 
 
Dr. Doris Hall  Room 211MB 372-4098 
Mrs. Lucrecia Hawley Room 214MB 372-4701 
Mr. Christopher Jordan Room 209MB 372-8872 
Dr. Mira Kruja  Room 105MB 372-4093 
Mr. Tell P. Lott  Room 212MB 372-5531 
Mr. Derrick Yates Room 113MB 372-4099 
 
 
ETHICS STATEMENT:   
 
All acts of dishonesty in any work constitute academic misconduct.  This includes, but is not 
limited to:  cheating, plagiarism, fabrication of information, misrepresentation, and abetting any 
of the above. 
 
Academic misconduct represents unethical behavior unbecoming to the teaching profession.  
Therefore, there is no tolerance of such behavior.  Academic misconduct may result in a failing 
grade for the course. 
 
DISABILITY STATEMENT: 
 
Alabama A&M University is committed to serving the needs of students with disabilities, and the 
institution recognizes its responsibility for creating an instructional climate in which the student 
with disabilities can thrive.  If there is a documented disability for which special accommodations 
are required to promote learning in this class, please contact the Office of Disability Services to 
verify eligibility and to discuss the options for reasonable academic accommodations that might 
be available. 
 
Note:  If you have a disability that might require special materials, services, or assistance.  Please 
discuss this with the professor during, or following the first week of classes. 
 
 
COURSE OBJECTIVES: 
 
 
The student will: 
 
1. Describe the stylistic characteristics of music from various epochs in the history of mankind 

including the American culture. 
 
2. Distinguish the timbre of various orchestral instruments and various solo voices when heard 

alone or in combination. 
 
3. Define melody, harmony, rhythm tonality and dynamics as these relate to perceptive 

listening. 
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4. Describe binary form ternary form sonata-allegro form and variation form.  Examples will be 

lifted for or injected into the various historical eras.   
 
5. Write and describe selected details from the lives of famous composers known the world 

over- these factual details will include the contributions of distinguished but little-known 
black composers. 

 
6. Distinguish differences between the opera, the symphonic poem the cantata, sonata, 

symphony and the oratorio as media of musical expressions by various composers. 
 
7. Exhibit proper etiquette at required musical concerts and recitals. 
 
8. Describe the significant place which folksongs hold in selected cultures and how the political 

and socio-economic factors often have given rise to such music and how music of more 
“scholarly design” is known to have contained many of these native melodies. 

 
9. Write recite and sing the words and tune to the University Hymn. 
 
 
METHOD OF INSTRUCTION: 
 
The course is organized into various projects which will give the student ample time to explore 
various facets of music in an out-of-class manner. The procedure varies from time to time, 
however the usual procedure is to utilize each 50 or 70 minutes classroom session for productive 
learning.  This includes listening to lectures reviewing selected news articles, listening to 
recordings and reflecting upon what has or will occur during certain live audio and video 
performances by the instructor and guest professionals or by special students, whose talents 
warrant an appearance before the class to emphasize certain musical facets and practices. 
 
 
ATTENDANCE: 
 
The University strongly urges regular class attendance; Absence from class does not relieve the 
student for any academic responsibilities he is expected to meet. Further individual instructors are 
free to include class attendance as part of their course requirement. 
 
All students enrolled in Music Appreciation courses are required to be present at all recitals, 
lyceum, and concert performances on campus as an extension of classroom experiences.  
 
All students enrolled in Music Appreciation are required to listen to musical compositions 
assigned for out-of-class listening and be thoroughly familiar with the works assigned.  They 
should also be able to recognize them AURALLY (by title and composer) during various 
evaluative (testing) sessions. 
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COURSE MATERIALS:   
 
Music notebook-note taking- reading and listening—reviews and TV assignments will be 
included in this book. 
 
Supplementary materials available to students 
  

1. Recordings- found in offices of individual instructors or in the Listening Lab 
2. Orchestral flash cards (for visual recognition of musical instruments) 
3. Music Journal 
4. Concert Etiquette Guidelines 
5. Words of the University Hymn. 

 
CONDITIONS FOR LISTENING: 
 
This portion of the course represents a competency-based approach.  Each student has cassette 
tapes which come with the textbook. The student is expected to study assigned compositions from 
these tapes learning the melodies and other important musical features. The student is also 
expected to listen to supplementary tapes recordings television and radio programs as assigned. 
Listening examinations will be announced. 
 
 
   SUGGESTED SCHEDULE OF TOPICS 
 
 
Part I  Basic Musical Elements and concepts 
  Chapters 1 through 7 
  Sound Rhythm Melody Harmony Timbre 
  Orchestration and form 
  Attending Performances 
 
Part II  The Study of Musical Periods 
  Chapter 8 through 26 
  Music of Ancient Greece 
  Medieval Period 
  Renaissance Period 
  Baroque Period 
       Impressionism 
                               Expressionism 
 
Part III  Music In The Vernacular and Jazz 
  Chapters 27 through 28 
 
Part IV  Twentieth Century Music 
  Chapter 29 through 32 
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GENERAL METHOD OF EVALUATION: 
 
At least four major tests will be administered in this course.  Two of the four tests will be the 
Mid-Term examination with other being the final examination.  Listening tests will be given in 
addition to the above.  Additional quizzes also will be given.  Some will be announced and some 
will not. 
 
Each student is expected to take all oral and written quizzes. Final grades will be based on the 
examination quizzes and all special assignments.  Assignments could include listening collateral 
reading lyceum presentations and similar tasks and experiences. 
 
NOTE:  The student is urged to become a part of a study group and have periodic meetings for 
reviewing information assigned and studied in class.  Groups are urged to meet especially before 
announced tests.  If assistance is needed individually, or as a group, please make an appointment 
to see your instructor. 
 
GENERAL GRADING SCALE  
 

90% - 100% = A 
 

80% - 89%   = B 
 

70% - 79%   = C 
 

60% - 69%   = D 
 

  0% - 59%   = F 
 
 
1.  Quizzes/Exams and Listening Tests composite score will comprise 40% of the final grade.               
     Objective met #123456 and 9. 
 
2.  Recital/Concert Attendance.  Each review will comprise 10% of the final grade.  Objectives     
      Met #4 and 7. 
 
3.  Mid-Term Exam will count 25% of final grade. 
      Objectives met #12345 
 
4. Final Exam will count 25% of final grade. 
      Objectives met #12345689. 
 
The student must attain at least 75 percent of the possible points for each evaluation item to 
successfully complete the course. 
 
Students who do not show evidence of sufficient mastery of the knowledge and ability/skill 
outcomes by the formative procedures will be: 
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a) Retested on materials/areas mastered 
b) Given further individual assistance by the instructor, or 
c) Invited to repeat the course. 

 
 
SUPPLEMENTARY BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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Ferris, Jean.  Music:  The Art of Listening, Fifth Edition, Wm C. Brown Publisher 
 Dubuque, Iowa, 1999. 
 
Hickock, Robert.  Music Appreciation, Addison Publishing Company, Inc. 1971. 
 
Hoffer, Charles II Music Listening,  (A Concise Introduction) 4th ed. Wadsworth Publishing  
 Company California Belmont 1988. 
 
Kamien, Roger Music:  An Appreciation. Fourth Edition McGraw Hill Book Company 
 New York, 1988. 
 
Machlis, Joseph The Enjoyment of Music.  W. W. Norton and Company, Inc. 
 New York 1995. 
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